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WHAT IS
DIGRESSIO?

O

wen Barfield once said about C.S. Lewis that “what
he thought about everything was secretly present
in what he said about anything.” Over the last few
issues of Digressio and throughout the curriculum published by Roman Roads, we have advocated the use
of digressios, or digressions, in teaching—those distractions
from the point, side stories and interesting anecdotes along
the way in history or literature or science that capture our
imagination and create a hook for our memory. But a secondary benefit to a digressio approach to learning is that it
can’t help but interconnect our knowledge. Lewis had not
kept the various threads of his learning separately spooled
in his head but had put them all to use 0n the loom of his
intellect. They were so interwoven that he could not utter
a word without pulling on the whole intricate fabric of his
extensive knowledge.
This sort of interweaving is not only an effective way of
organizing knowledge, it is also an effective pedagogical tool.
When a teacher strays from the main point of a lecture because the subject at hand reminds him of a story, the lesson
concepts are more likely to knit themselves into the fabric
already forming in a student’s mind. A digressio intertwines
with the imagination and memory. It is the story the child
brings to the dinner table, tells his friends, and remembers.
It prompts the curiosity that allows him to make more connections with his other areas of knowledge. It becomes part
of a child’s education.
Digressios are particularly effective with younger children. As you educate your children, use digressios as tools
and opportunities whenever possible. They are not mere distractions. More often, they are the real education.

Daniel Foucachon
FOUNDER,
ROMAN ROADS
ROMAN ROADS
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WHAT DOES JESUS
HAVE to DO with STEM?
BY MITCH STOKES
SENIOR FELLOW, NEW SAINT ANDREWS COLLEGE

S

tephen Hawking, who recently passed away, was
the most famous physicist since Albert Einstein.
And rightly so: he held the same Cambridge
professorship that Sir Isaac Newton held, the
Lucasian Chair of Mathematics. But, unlike Newton,
Hawking was an atheist. Similarly, Richard Dawkins,
an emeritus fellow at Oxford and the world’s most famous biologist, is an outspoken opponent of religion.
Hawking and Dawkins both say that their respective
sciences show that there is no God. To many people,
this seems like pretty good evidence for atheism.
Of course, the conclusion that science provides evidence against God is a philosophical claim. Ironically,
these scientists—and many other popular scientists
today—are stridently against philosophy. Hawking
famously said that “philosophy is dead . . . . Scientists
have become the bearers of the torch of discovery in
our quest for knowledge.” He then goes on to do lot of
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philosophy. In his last book, Brief Answers to the Big
Questions, which NPR called “Hawking’s parting gift to
humanity,” he answers questions like Why is there something rather than nothing? and Why do we exist? And he
does this using one of the very latest theories in physics: M-theory. (By the way, no one knows what the “M”
stands for—seriously.)
People like Hawking and Dawkins are extremely influential in our society today, and we often lose Christians because of their influence. These atheists can get
away with their attacks on Christianity because most of
us have no way of evaluating their claims about science.
Yet we don’t actually need to know all the ins and outs
of science to evaluate some of its alleged philosophical
implications about God (although we do need to know
more science than we typically do, but that’s a different
article). What can help us evaluate some of these claims
is a healthy bit of knowledge about the history and
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philosophy of science. In fact, if Hawking himself knew
And this connection certainly shouldn’t surprise
a bit more philosophy of science, he would have done a
Christians. After all, Jesus unifies all things, both
better job at evaluating his own conclusions about God.
physically and conceptually: “For in him all things were
Likewise for Dawkins.
created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and inThis problem is part of a more general problem.
visible, whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorIn education today—from K–12 to graduate school—
ities; all things have been created through him and for
knowledge is highly specialized and compartmentalhim. He is before all things, and in him all things hold
ized. Of course, much of this specialization is good and
together” (Col. 1:16–17 1).
necessary. But taken too far, it can also be insidious
Abraham Kuyper, the Dutch Reformed theologian
and hinder specialization. If you don’t know how your
and onetime prime minister of the Netherlands, saw
specialty relates to other subjects, then you don’t really
this unifying aspect of Jesus and famously said that
understand your own specialty.
“There is not one square inch in
Suppose, for example, I knew a lot
the whole domain of our human
If
you
don’t
know
how
your
about contemporary Chinese soexistence over which Christ, who
specialty relates to other subjects,
ciety but didn’t know China’s hisis Sovereign over all, does not cry:
tory or where it is on a map. Would
‘Mine!’” And it is here that we bethen you don’t really understand
I really know about contemporary
gin to see that Jesus and His rule
your own specialty.
Chinese sociology? Obviously not.
over all—His lordship—is the key
Yet it’s all too easy and temptto a proper liberal arts education,
ing to disconnect the disciplines. In particular, it’s esincluding STEM education. The liberal arts are not gensentially a truism in education today that the STEM
uinely liberating unless they are Christian liberal arts.
disciplines (science, technology, engineering, and mathNow this is all well and good to say, but how do we
ematics) are entirely disconnected from the humanities,
actually do this? Can Christianity really apply to how
which include subjects such as philosophy, theology, litwe teach STEM? Many people think that it can’t. Aferature, and history.
ter all, how would being a Christian possibly make a
difference for teaching 1+1=2 and F=ma? Aren’t these
STEM AND THE LIBERAL ARTS
universal truths the same for Christians and nonNow what does all this have to do with the relevance
Christians alike?
of Jesus Christ to STEM disciplines? First, let’s look at
This is a great question, and it reveals one of the
the nature of a genuine liberal arts education, a type of
most pressing issues in Christian education. But the
education that can be particularly effective at unifying
fact that it’s such a natural question for us to ask is itknowledge and producing well-rounded thinkers. The
self a symptom of the problem. In any case, it’s pretty
word liberal in liberal arts means “to be free or liberatclear that merely adding Bible verses and chapel to the
ed.” In ancient Greece, a liberal arts education was not
curriculum—as important as these can be—isn’t going
for the slave but for the free person. Moreover, it wasn’t
to solve the problem of teaching people how STEM and
merely for the free; it made people free—free from their
faith are conceptually interwoven.
ignorance, from their provincial biases, and from the
There are, in fact, no simple answers when it comes
inordinate influence of others’ ideas.
to integrating faith and STEM. But there are answers
But the liberal arts aren’t simply a cobbling togeththat are worth a little effort. I will suggest one: every liber of all the major disciplines; they’re an integration of
eral arts curriculum should cover the history and phithese disciplines, showing how all the disciplines and
losophy of science. Many of the major issues that have
subjects are connected. (The very idea of a university is
interested philosophers throughout the ages have been
that there is an overall unity to the enormous diversity
issues related to science and mathematics. Indeed, the
in the world.) A person who is properly educated won’t
1 Scripture quotations in this article are from the New International
be surprised that a conversation can go from ShakeVersion, NIV Copyright © 1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by Biblica, Inc. Used by
speare to particle physics without changing the subject.
permission. All rights reserved worldwide.
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intellectual story of the West can be told through the
interaction of philosophy, science, and mathematics. Of
course, I can’t go through all that here, so, for now, let me
try to whet your appetite. Here are two (of many) examples of how STEM and philosophy—which are disciplines
that seem miles apart—are importantly connected.

CAN EVOLUTION ACCOUNT FOR
PHYSICS?

Interestingly enough, even Richard Dawkins expresses his incredulity at the evolutionary development
of our abilities. Recently, he tweeted, “An ape brain,
evolved for raw survival on the African savanna, is capable, without further evolution, of understanding the
expanding universe; of building quantum theory, computers, CERN; of coordinating the pianist’s fast fi ngers;
of being moved to tears by Bach & Shakespeare.”2
I agree entirely with his sentiments here: it is difficult to believe that unguided evolution could have
produced creatures with our cognitive and creative
capabilities. (Whose side is he on, by the way?) In any
case, the effectiveness of mathematics does indeed
seem unreasonable were there no divine designer who
created us and the world. In fact, we might see the very
existence of physical theories like quantum mechanics and general relativity as evidence of design. In any
case, to ask how science can make sense of itself (e.g.,
how evolution can make sense of physics) is to plunge
us immediately into philosophy. And as nearly every
major scientist in history (until the twentieth century)
has known, understanding science requires understanding philosophy. And this leads directly to my second example of how a liberal arts education is crucial
for STEM disciplines.

Here’s the first example. One of the most interesting
issues in science, faith, and philosophy is the connection between physics and human biology, namely, the
very fact that humans can do physics. The development
of modern physics is something close to a miracle. For
instance, we now know quite a bit about the counterintuitive behavior of the subatomic realm despite the
fact we can’t actually see objects like electrons, protons, neutrons, or quarks. Our sense perception—even
aided by our best technology—is simply not capable of
directly detecting such things. We have arrived at our
theories of these subatomic particles by following the
mathematics, as if math were our seeing-eye dog. And
the mathematics that physicists have used in developing
these theories is excruciatingly abstract and complex.
Now what are the odds that blind, unguided evolution has shaped and molded us so that we have cogniTHE CURRENT CRISIS IN PHYSICS
tive faculties that can invent mathematics, which tells us
about the world that our senses cannot detect? To put it
Our two main theories in physics today—general reladifferently, imagine that you’re an ancient human runtivity and quantum theory—are more accurate than
ning around the African savanna being chased by packs
seems possible. General relativity, on the one hand, is
of wild dogs. The world is bent on killing you. It seems
our current theory of gravity and describes the realm
difficult to believe—at least accordof the very fast and the very large.
ing to the current neo-Darwinian
Quantum theory, on the other
What
are
the
odds
that
blind,
story—that natural selection would
hand, describes the subatomunguided evolution has shaped
have shaped and fine-tuned your
ic realm. Yet these two theories
cognitive faculties with the ability
aren’t consistent with one other;
and molded us so that we have
to invent quantum physics, which is
quantum theory cannot take gravcognitive faculties that can invent
about phenomena that make no difity into account. So physicists have
mathematics, which tells us
ference to your immediate survival.
struggled for decades to come up
This is an enormously difficult
with a quantum theory of gravity,
about the world that our senses
philosophical question; in fact,
or a theory of everything that unicannot detect?
the atheist philosopher Alexander
fies physics. Our best attempts at
Rosenberg says it’s one of the most
such a theory—for example, string
pressing issues for anyone who takes both atheism and
theory and its descendent M-theory—have come up
science seriously. This puzzle is commonly known as
2 Richard Dawkins (@RichardDawkins), Twitter, August 17, 2018, 12:30
a.m., https://twitter.com/richarddawkins/status/1030356294761439232.
the unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics.
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short. As astrophysicist Adam Becker says, “The deep
So it’s reasonable to think that the proper kind of
problems at the boundaries of physics—quantum gravliberal arts education for STEM students has more than
ity chief among them—have not yielded solutions for
theoretical value; it has substantial practical value for
3
decades.” In fact, it isn’t even clear
the STEM disciplines themselves. A
that string theory and M-theory
good liberal arts education makes
are testable, much less true.
scientists and engineers better at
The proper kind of liberal arts
Lee Smolin, a prominent physiscience and at engineering.
education
for
STEM
students
cist who works on quantum gravTHE NEED FOR
has more than theoretical
ity says that physics has reached
UNIFICATION
this roadblock because many of
value; it has substantial
today’s physicists are familiar
And though a proper liberal arts
practical value for the STEM
only with their small areas of exSTEM education must include
disciplines themselves.
pertise. In particular, physicists
a good dose of the history and
aren’t versed in philosophical
philosophy of science and mathissues about the nature of realematics, that alone is insufficient.
ity and knowledge. Smolin points out that throughStudents must be shown the proper picture of all the
out modern science, there have been two main kinds
disciplines and their relations. And this is impossible
of prominent physicists. One kind is what Smolin calls
without acknowledging—and showing in detail—the
the “craftspeople,” those physicists who can perform
lordship of Jesus Christ over all things. The unity of the
uncanny feats of mathematical daring. The other kind
diverse disciplines only makes sense in light of Jesus’s
of physicists he calls “seers” or “visionaries,” those who
lordship. His rule over the disciplines assures us that
can think almost entirely outside the boundaries of
all the subjects fit together—just as it assures us that
current theories in order to forge new paths. Smolin
our minds are fit to understand the unobservable subsays that contemporary physics is in desperate need of
atomic realm.
visionaries, physicists who can see the big picture and
Christianity, then, has very practical and fundaevaluate it philosophically. Seers and craftspeople are
mental implications for our understanding of STEM.
necessary, but we are currently lacking visionaries to
These implications go beyond the obvious truth that
lead us to the next stage in physics.
STEM practitioners ought to use their skills for the
Einstein, too, was concerned with the narrow trainglory of God and the good of humanity. Taken alone,
ing and interests of his fellow scientists:
this truth leads to a truncated and paltry view of how
Christianity makes a difference to STEM. That said,
So many people today—and even professional
fleshing out how Christianity makes a difference isn’t
scientists—seem to me like somebody who has
easy to do, but it is one of main the duties and privileges
seen thousands of trees but has never seen a forof Christian liberal arts education.
est. A knowledge of the historic and philosophical
background gives that kind of independence from
prejudices of his generation from which most scientists are suffering. This independence created by
philosophical insight is—in my opinion—the mark
of distinction between a mere artisan or specialist
and a real seeker after truth. 4
3 Adam Becker, What Is Real? The Unfinished Quest for the Meaning of
Quantam Physics (New York: Basic Books, 2018), 285.
4 Einstein to Robert A. Thornton, 7 December 1944. Quoted in Don A.
Howard, “Einstein’s Philosophy of Science,” The Stanford Encyclopedia
of Philosophy (Fall 2017), https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2017
/entries/einstein-philscience.
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EAVESDROPPING on the
GREAT CONVERSATION
LETTERS FROM OUR OWN CULTURAL HISTORY
ABOUT THE LIBERAL ARTS AND CLASSICS

AN E XCE RPT FROM THE 1928 INAUGURAL ADDRESS OF
U N I V E R S I T Y O F I D A H O P R E S I D E N T F R E D E R I C K J . K E L LY

U

ndergraduate students are devoting their time
to highly differentiated aspects of subjects at
the expense of a broad understanding of those
studies fundamental to the proper appreciation of our common life, and to our continuous intellectual growth. This tendency to spread college courses
over the whole field covered by a given department is
the result of a conception of education which I think is
unsound. Without critical examination of the point involved, we have just fallen into the way of thinking that
the school and college years complete one’s education.
Whatever we believe an educated person should know
we suppose must be taught him in school or college.
A moment’s reflection will of course serve to dispel
that notion. Education is, instead, a lifelong process.
How well any one of us becomes educated does not
depend essentially on how much he comes to know in
his school and college years but rather upon how effectively he has come to be imbued with the spirit of
study so as to assure his remaining a student throughout life. It is amazing how general the notion seems
to be that we study only when we have teachers who
require it. Learning is the result of study! Teaching is
not a substitute for learning but is only a stimulus to
it. Teaching, then, should be confi ned to those fundamentals which serve best as a basis for subsequent
learning. College days should not be wasted upon those
highly differentiated aspects of subjects, the mastery
of which will naturally follow if genuine intellectual interests are created or stimulated during college years.
ROMAN ROADS

This theory seems to me to hold quite as surely in professional curricula as in liberal studies. We may not
devote college years to the training of an electrical
engineer with the idea that his education is completed
when he graduates and that he is accordingly a fullfledged electrical engineer. There must be years of a
sort of apprenticeship in enterprises having to do with
electrical engineering before the graduate of the college can be safely entrusted with large responsibilities
in electrical engineering.
All highly differentiated aspects of electrical engineering will be met within these apprenticeship years
and the real test of whether the successful electrical
engineer is in the making in this college graduate is to
be found in whether his bases of mathematics and physics and chemistry and those subjects which develop
his humanitarian interests and impulses have been so
thoroughly mastered that this graduate will continue
to grow intellectually and professionally in the midst
of these electrical engineering problems. The danger
is that he will settle back into some routine phase of
electrical engineering which requires but little initiative and intellectual effort on his part.
...The undergraduate years of college students have
come to be devoted too largely to these [differentiated subjects] at the sacrifice of the more fundamental
phases of college work. College is a place to learn how
to educate oneself rather than a place in which to be
educated.

Frederick J. Kelly, 1928, Moscow, Idaho
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THE LOST TOOLS of MATH
BY ETHAN DEMME
PRESIDENT AND CEO, DEMME LEARNING

W

hen it comes to classical education, mathematics is often the Cinderella sister: she
lives in the home along with her sisters
Literature, Language, and History, but
she’s not really considered part of the family. There
are at least two main reasons for math’s odd position
in classical education. First, for us moderns it can be
hard to think classically about math as our worldview
is often decidedly different from the ancients. Moreover, most of us do not approach math education like
Abraham Lincoln who worked his way through Euclid’s
Elements as a self-taught unschooler.1 And even if we
did approach math education in this way, we recognize that innovation in mathematics didn’t end with
Euclid and the Greeks, and there is a need to combine
study in Euclidean geometry with study in other fields
1 Drew R. McCoy, “An “Old-Fashioned” Nationalism: Lincoln, Jefferson, and the Classical Tradition,” Journal of the Abraham Lincoln
Association, 23, no. 1 (Winter 2002): 55-67, http://hdl.handle.net/2027
/spo.2629860.0023.104.
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of mathematics including algebra and calculus. The
second reason math doesn’t fit neatly within classical education is because the classical education movement, while being rightfully skeptical about twentiethcentury math education, has not been critical enough
about the lack of emphasis on mastery in the twentieth-century models.
As will be explored in more depth in this article, a
trend in one particular strain within modern American
Christian classical education, inspired by Dorothy Sayers’ essay The Lost Tools of Learning, is to divide math
into grade levels that are thought to correspond with
both the classical trivium and child development theory. In this model, elementary kids are grouped in the
grammar stage and drilled in math, middle schoolers
are put in the logic stage and taught the abstract symbolism in which mathematics is expressed, and high
schoolers are placed in the rhetoric stage and taught
the conceptual “whys” of math. One problem with this
approach is that it isn’t faithful to the classical trivium
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model. Perhaps more importantly, the assumed child
development theory it is based on is flawed.
In this article, I will survey the history of math education, demonstrate why the Sayers approach to math
is in need of modification, and explore an alternative
model for classical math education that draws from the
insight of deeper sources than Sayers.

HISTORY: HOW HAS IT BEEN
APPLIED?

educators such as John Dewey. Whereas in England, the
norm had been for students to study Latin and Greek,
the latter language preparing them for Euclid and thus
geometry, the new education model concerned itself
exclusively with practicality and usefulness. Another
aspect of this new shift in education was that nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century educators
often mistakenly conflated rote memorization with
deep understanding. Sayers’s essay is largely a response
to both this increasing fragmentation of education and
the corresponding lack of attention paid to history and
the wisdom found in classical texts.

Classical education has its origins in the interplay of
Hellenistic and Christian thought, culminating in the
formal establishment of the trivium and quadrivium in
CURRENT TIMES: HOW IS IT BEING
the university model that dominated the Middle Ages.
MISAPPLIED?
Many of the ancient Greeks promoted the idea of four
Dorothy Sayers provides a helpful summary of the ormajor subjects (later identified as the quadrivium),
dering of the trivium. The student fi rst learned “the
though recall that Plato infamously advocated for the
structure of a language,” by which she meant learnbanishment of poetry (which would have included Homing “what it was, how it was put together, and how it
er’s Odyssey, by the way).2 It wasn’t until the Carolinworked.” Second, the student learned “how to use langian Renaissance in the eighth century that the trivium
guage,” which included “how to defi ne his terms and
was formally established as the foundation for learning
make accurate statements; how to construct an arguupon which the quadrivium should build. It was during
ment and how to detect fallacies in argument.” Finally,
this time that the concept of a liberal arts education
the student learned “to express
composed of seven subjects came
himself in language—how to say
to fruition under the influence of
The
classical
education
what he had to say elegantly and
Charlemagne’s advisor Alcuin of
movement, while being
persuasively.”4 The problem comes
York.3 Alcuin’s program makes obwhen Sayers attempts to tie the
vious sense. The texts used in the
rightfully skeptical about
trivium in her signature “roughmore specialized technical fields
twentieth-century math
and-ready fashion” to a theory of
(quadrivium) were all written in
education, has not been critical
child development that she has
classical Latin and Greek, so fluinvented based on anecdotal obency in Latin and Greek (grammar)
enough about the lack of
servation and her memory of being
was a fi rst requirement, followed
emphasis on mastery in the
a child. She calls her three stages
closely by proficiency in rational
twentieth century
the poll-parrot, the pert, and the
argumentation as the preferred
poetic: in the parrot stage, the
method of learning in the univerchild memorizes and repeats back, much like a parrot,
sity classrooms (logic and rhetoric).
while in the pert stage, the (preteen) starts to talk back
The modern classical education movement has large(arguing as a form of learning), and in the poetic, the
ly been inspired and influenced by twentieth-century
(misunderstood) teen learns to harness creativity leadessayist and educator Dorothy Sayers and her essay The
ing to self-expression. This description may sound like
Lost Tools of Learning. In the twentieth century, math eda caricature, but accurately reflects what Sayers wrote
ucation in the West shifted its emphasis from geometry
in her essay.
to algebra. This shift reflected the modern philosophy of
2 Plato; The Republic; Book 3 and Book 10.
3 Stephen Stewart, “The Carolingians,” Philosophy Now, 50 (March/
April 2005), https://philosophynow.org/issues/50/The_Carolingians.
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what has replaced Euclid in modern math education in
Sayers herself admitted her limitations, writing that
public school as much as in many private and home“my views about child psychology are, I admit, neither
school settings. Whereas Euclid’s model in The Elements
orthodox nor enlightened.” And as Martin Cothran, an
is to begin with axioms and build conceptual knowleditor for Memoria Press, writes: “Nor did Sayers heredge in the form of proofs following from those axiself ever explicitly identify her states of development as
oms, the Saxon model has students learn procedures
classical education—in her speech or anywhere else. In
in order to manipulate equations with the goal of profact, the term ‘classical education’ does not even appear
5
ducing answers. Neither model is
in her essay.” This isn’t to say that
fully sufficient. The Euclid model,
Sayers’s essay is not valuable, but
Teaching
elementary
students
at least as it is often practiced in
rather to say we can and should be
Great Books programs, is akin to
critical of it in those places where
to memorize math facts without
a chemistry student who reads a
it serves as an impediment to acthe underlying context is like
textbook on the periodic table but
tual learning.
having
them
memorizing
Latin
never participates in a lab experiUnfortunately, Sayers’s error of
vocabulary without learning
ment. The Saxon model is akin to a
putting K-12 students into these
student learning how to replicate
three boxes has been repeated
what the words mean.
a chemical reaction in a lab withby many in the modern classical
out ever learning about the nature
education world. For example, in
of those chemicals and why combining them produces
her book on classical education, Leigh Bortins, founder
the reaction it does.
and CEO of Classical Conversations, advocates for an
emphasis on drilling and memorization for “grammar
SUMMARY OF THE PROPER
school students” preparing to move into “dialectic, ab6
APPROACH
stract math.” This error suggests that students can be
While Bortins repeats Sayers’s error, she also recomgrouped into trivium-based stages such that elemenmends a model that, inasmuch as it modifies Sayers’s
tary kids are drilled in “grammar” (math facts) but not
approach, is much more effective.7 In this model, stugiven the opportunity to benefit from the dialectical and
dents emulate all three aspects of the trivium through
rhetorical aspects which would allow them to more fully
the course of working through a single math problem.
master both the conceptual and the practical aspects
She writes: “Each problem provides a micro-example
of mathematics. In practice, this means that children’s
for practicing the skills of learning. The students demfirst experience of math is sheer memorization that
onstrate that they have mastered the math terms used
lacks any meaningful context and is divorced from con(grammar) and that they understand the rules and
ceptual development. Teaching elementary students to
strategy of the problem so they can solve the problem
memorize math facts without the underlying context is
(dialectic). Finally, they explain how they solved the
like having them memorizing Latin vocabulary without
problem rhetorically, demonstrating that they underlearning what the words mean. To be clear, drilling and
stand the algorithm.”8 This is remarkably congruent
repetition is important for learning math because it can
with the model we employ at Math-U-See which enincrease fluency and simplify a student’s ability to reach
courages students to “build it, write it, say it, and teach
solutions as math concepts become more complex, but it
it back” as the method for both achieving and demonis not sufficient as a standalone method regardless of the
strating mastery of each new concept.
student’s age or development level.
Grammar (the language of math), logic (the why of
In many ways, curriculum corresponding to the
math), and rhetoric (the application of math) are three
Sayers’ parrot/grammar stage, such as Saxon Math, is
distinct but complementary and intermingling disci5 Martin Cothran, “Classical Education Is More Than a Method,” Meplines, and each of these disciplines is worth studying.
moria Press, April 1, 2018, https://www.memoriapress.com/articles
/classical-education-is-more-than-a-method.
6 Leigh Bortins, The Core, (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2010), 134.
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Setting the
New Standard
Among standardized college entrance exams, the Classic Learning
Test (CLT) presents the solution to extend and promote the very best
high school education to every student in America.
CLT aims to educate the whole person by introducing students
to the great “why” questions which are fundamental in stimulating
students’ imaginations, curiosity, and desire for meaning and truth.
This type of education, sometimes referred to as humanities-focused
or classical, is grounded in affirming our students’ humanity and their
capability to overcome adversity.
We want to foster a community of learning and are dedicated
to an easier and more personal submission process. Students who
take the CLT simply log into their account and submit their scores
directly to the CLT-partnered colleges of their choosing. Rather than
their score being part of a massive and distant computer database,
students can send their CLT score at no additional cost directly to a
college admissions representative. CLT works directly with educators,
students, parents, and administrators to provide test site flexibility and
student accommodations for disabilities.
CLT believes that by offering a new standard it can encourage
schools to reintroduce the timeless texts that were once at the heart
of any serious education.
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2. Correcting a twentieth-century blind spot by restoring emphasis on mastery and promoting a more unified
system of knowledge.
For the medieval university student, mathematics was part of an assumed cosmology, which is to say
that every discipline was understood as contributing meaningfully to a unified view of the world and of
CONCLUSION: THE ENDURING VALUE
humanity’s place within that world. The modern apOF CLASSICAL EDUCATION
proach to education that Sayers and classical educaIn the context of this article, I see two main benefits to
tors rightfully critique emphasizes only the practical
classical education.
usefulness of a discipline. In addition, through over1. Understanding historical ideas in their historical
specialization, modern education leads to a body of
context.
disconnected ideas and knowledge rather than offerIn his beloved essay “On the Reading of Old Books,”
ing unity. The model I am proposing for teaching math
C.S. Lewis points out that while anclassically does not disconnect the
cient writers likely had many mistrivium or have students specialize
taken beliefs, it is much less likely
in one aspect of it as part of putting
If we are to teach math
that they share our mistaken beliefs.
them in a box or stage. Instead, my
classically, we ought
In other words, since writers of our
model says no to the modern imnot
attempt
to
split
the
own age are likely to share the same
pulse to compartmentalize, specialblind spots, reading old books can
ize, and fragment by emphasizing
trivium into fragments,
help us see and correct errors in our
the unity of the trivium in each
but to tap into its power
own thinking.
moment of math education, from
as
a
cohesive
and
unified
Math-U-See doesn’t really offer
the micro level of solving a specific
foundation of knowledge.
this benefit, but neither does any
math problem to the broader level of
homeschool math curriculum so far
learning a new concept to the macro
as I know. As an example of what I
level of seeing how mastering geomhave in mind, there are curricula that teach science
etry provides a foundation for trigonometry.
through history, including Susan Wise Bauer’s “The
Aristotle took it as axiomatic that all of us, by dint
9
Story of Western Science” and Jay Wile’s new elemenof our very human nature, have a desire to know. His
tary science curriculum.10 Of course, for those educateacher, Plato, believed that all true knowledge has its
tors or students who are audacious enough to try it,
origin in wonder. I believe that a classical approach to
Euclid’s Elements is readily available both in print and
mathematics that builds conceptually, moves at the
online, and often is published with illustrations makpace of the student, and is oriented around an emphaing it more accessible. You can also supplement your
sis on mastery is the best model for tapping into our
math with intriguing books on history such as The Abastudents’ built-in desire to know in a way that concus and the Cross which profiles Gerbert of Aurillac, a
nects them to the experience of wonder, and cultivates
medieval pope and one of the leading mathematicians
in them a love for learning for its own sake.
of his day.11
If we are to teach math classically, we ought not attempt to split the trivium into fragments, but to tap
into its power as a cohesive and unified foundation of
knowledge. The best way to model math education on
the trivium is thus to utilize each discipline (grammar,
logic, rhetoric) for each concept being taught.

9 Susan Wise Bauer, The Story of Western Science: From the Writings of
Aristotle to the Big Bang Theory, (New York: W.W. Norton, 2015). Excerpts
available at https://susanwisebauer.com/story-of-science.
10 Avaialble at https://bereanbuilders.com/ecomm/product-category
/elementary.
11 Nancy Marie Brown, The Abacus and the Cross: The Story of the Pope
Who Brought the Light of Science to the Dark Ages, (New York: Basic
Books, 2012).
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Ethan Demme is the President and CEO of Demme Learning and is passionate about building lifelong learners. Ethan is an elected member of
the board of supervisors in East Lampeter Township, Pennsylvania. He has
never backed down from a challenge, especially if it’s outdoors, and is currently into climbing big mountains and other endurance sports. An active
member of his local community, Ethan is a well-socialized homeschool
graduate who holds a B.A. in communication arts from Bryan College.
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CALCULUS for EVERYONE?
BY MITCH STOKES
SENIOR FELLOW, NEW SAINT ANDREWS COLLEGE

I

’m going to briefly argue that every Christian high
school student can—and should—learn calculus
before graduation. Of course, claiming that K–12
mathematical education should culminate in calculus for everyone is radical, especially for those of us
in the United States. Studies consistently show that
American students rank below average compared to
other developed and developing countries in math and
science1, all the while scoring above every nation in selfesteem. But it’s not a lack of intelligence that accounts
for the U.S.’s poor showing in mathematics: after all,
anyone of average intellectual horsepower can learn the
fundamentals of calculus (more on this below).
So why is it that only about fourteen percent of our
high school students study calculus? Why is calculus
seen as a luxury, a delicacy appreciated only by mathematical connoisseurs?
For two reasons, mainly. One, we simply don’t understand how central calculus is to Western intellectual culture, especially its relevance to the confl ict
between faith and unbelief. Two, we don’t teach calculus nearly as well as we could.
Regarding the fi rst, cultural reason, calculus is a
mathematical analogy to the works of Shakespeare.
Having a basic understanding of calculus—including
why it was invented—puts a lot of Western philosophy
and science in perspective. In fact, calculus is an ideal
place to learn how to teach mathematics classically.
The only other bit of mathematics that has had as much
impact on the humanities or liberal arts is Euclid’s
1 Drew DeSilver, “U.S. students’ academic achievement still lags that
of their peers in many other countries,” Pew Research Center, February 15, 2017, https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/02/15/u-s
-students-internationally-math-science.
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Elements. (I hate putting it this way since mathematics
is a liberal art, a paradigm of the humanities.) In any
case, if calculus is analogous to Shakespeare’s Hamlet,
Euclid is like unto Homer’s Odyssey.
And until our students learn the fundamentals of
calculus and Euclid’s Elements, they will never realistically integrate mathematics with the rest of their
studies, and therefore never really understand the
whole. Indeed, the story of Western philosophy can be
told through the (whole) story of calculus, beginning
with Thales’s search for unity and stability in a wildly
diverse and ever-changing cosmos. This is what I do
in my year-long math colloquium at New Saint Andrews College.
The second reason calculus is seen as a mere luxury
is that we don’t teach it like we ought. A fi rst course
in calculus is often so difficult because we make it difficult—at least more than it has to be. For one thing,
we cover too many topics too quickly, many of which
are unnecessary at that stage of the students’ learning.
The National Science Foundation sees this more-asbetter approach as the primary reason for today’s math
debacle. In testimony before the House Committee on
Science, NSF director Dr. Rita Colwell said, “U.S. textbooks contain many more topics than those in other
countries. For example, the science textbooks we give
to our eighth graders cover some 67 topics. In Germany,
they cover 9 topics. As the saying goes, we are learning
less and less about more and more.”2
2 NSF’s FY2000 Budget, Second Hearing on U.S. Math and Science
Education—Programs Aimed at Grades K-12, Before the House Science
Committee Basic Research Subcommittee, 106th Cong. (1999) (Statement of Rita Colwell, Director of the National Science Foundation),
https://www.nsf.gov/about/congress/106/rc90428k_12edu.jsp.
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As a result, the slower students feel like failures, and
the students who are hardwired for math never fully
flourish, remaining content with their ability to merely follow mathematical recipes (which isn’t nothing, it
must be admitted).
This general point applies specifically to calculus.
The avalanche of concepts dumped on students makes
calculus unnecessarily complicated, masking its overall structure and even its very point.
But simply spending more time on fewer concepts
isn’t enough; too much, too fast isn’t the only problem.
Another is covering the right concepts at the wrong time.
In fact, there are concepts that should be left out altogether until after the core of the discipline is mastered.
All concepts aren’t created equal. One small example:
most introductory calculus courses—in the name of
rigor—introduce students to limits by way of the epsilon-delta definition of limits. This definition is important but extremely abstract for someone just beginning
to learn the basics of the subject. Indeed, it was long
after the invention of calculus that the world’s greatest
mathematicians arrived at it. The very need for this definition is subtle and entirely lost on beginning students.
Another reason that everyone should take calculus—
and this one relates to its aforementioned significance

for Western philosophy—is that there are few better examples of divine design. Our ability to use calculus to
accurately describe the astoundingly complex world of
change around us is a goal that goes all the way back to
Pythagoras and Plato. As students begin to understand
the basic workings of calculus, the teacher will have many
opportunities to impress upon them that this manmade
mathematical device really shouldn’t work—unless the
world is intentionally designed to be user-friendly.
As I noted earlier, anyone of average intelligence can
learn the basics of calculus. More specifically, the fundamentals of calculus are within relatively easy reach
of anyone who can do basic algebra. In my own experience, I’ve taken liberal arts students who visibly blanch
at the mention of mathematics, students who are by no
means “math people” and, in eight weeks, taught them
real calculus: limits, derivatives, integrals, and the fundamental theorem of calculus. Moreover, these students
understand the central meanings and purposes of these
concepts. And they’re usually very surprised; never did
they dream that they’d be doing calculus, much less in
so short a time. And the students who already had calculus say, “Oh, so that’s what we were doing!” In both
cases, this is a significant step forward for classical
Christian education—and for education in general.

COMING SOON!

“Mitch Stokes’ interdisciplinary approach to teaching mathematics has been
hugely successful at New Saint Andrews College and is much needed in
today’s academic environment of segregated subjects.”
DR. TIMOTHY EDWARDS , Academic Dean, New Saint Andrews
“This text returns to the fundamental problems that calculus seeks to
answer and eloquently lays out the philosophical and mathematical
solutions to those problems in a way that will enrich and inform your
understanding of calculus and modern thought.”
DR. MATTHEW ABRAHAM, General Surgeon, NC
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NEW SAINT ANDREWS COLLEGE
trains leaders who shape culture for Christ. It is an education free of dormitories, narrow specialization, and
federal agendas. We are a close community of both
faculty and students that engages education and life
together. Our four-year liberal arts curriculum connects classical principles and current application. This
develops students grounded in wisdom and equipped
with skill—students ready to lead in any field.
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IS TECHNOLOGY in
EDUCATION DETRIMENTAL
to CHILDREN?
BY TIMOTHY L . GRIFFITH
FELLOW OF CLASSICAL LANGUAGES, NEW SAINT ANDREWS COLLEGE

O

ver the last couple of decades, many schools,
public and private, have thrown themselves
headlong into the world of tablets and
apps—bravely striving to build the perfect
technological education for the next generation. Advocates of this kind of thing appear to have reduced
education to a mere transfer of information. Since devices are wonderfully efficient at doing that very thing,
the best solution—as it seems to them—is simply to
plug children in and flip the switch. It would be easy
to show how this enfeebles children mind, body, and
soul. I could count the ways in which it hamstrings
children socially and psychologically. And (obviously)
how would children educated in such a system ever
learn to think, debate, and lead others? But there is no
need to go through all that again: it has been written
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on often enough, and, frankly, homeschooling families
interested in giving their children a classical education already know about these dangers. The question I
would like to address here is whether technology can
be a useful part of a robust, genuine classical education
at all and where the line would be between that and the
kind of technology-dependent education we all want to
avoid. There is nothing new under the sun. Technology
may seem to be a completely new thing, but in fact it is
just the newest form of an old thing: labor-saving devices. The first one was called domesticated animals.
Our ancestors used oxen, dogs, donkeys, and horses
extensively to perform labor. In each case, the animal employed had some natural ability that allowed it
to outperform a human in its given task: an ox is as
strong as many men combined, and could pull a plow;
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on facts, on grammar, on math facts. But (alas!) even
a dog has amazing senses of smell and hearing, and
if the parent or teacher hath the strength of the ox or
was uniquely suited for guarding and hunting; a donthe speed of the horse, he surely hath not the patience
key is capable of carrying great burdens on its back; a
(nor the time) of the app. As a result, few students get
horse is strong enough to transport people yet docile
enough practice and correction to achieve mastery of
enough to also follow instructions—unlike a donkey.
their subjects. I believe this is one place where techHowever, despite extensive use of these labor-saving
nology can be used very well to
devices on the farm, history does
complement rather than replace
not record that anyone ever tried
the human element.
putting animals in charge of runA
player
needs
to
be
instructed,
We have actually been doing
ning the farm. Indeed, our ancesencouraged, corrected, and
something analogous in sports
tors seem to have had a very clear
education for decades. For exnotion of the limits of their laborinspired by a real person—one
ample, there is nothing more essaving devices. I blame the sheer
who loves and understands
sential to teaching baseball than
versatility of recent technologies
both the sport and the players.
an excellent coach. A player needs
for addling some peoples’ brains
to be instructed, encouraged,
on this issue. We can now customHowever, even the best coach is
corrected, and inspired by a real
ize technology to save labor in so
physically incapable of pitching
person—one who loves and unmany ways that the techies among
the ball to all the players on
derstands both the sport and the
us have begun to dream about lethis
team
often
enough
to
make
players. However, even the best
ting the “electronic animals” do
coach is physically incapable of
all the work and just run the place.
them any good at batting.
pitching the ball to all the players
To me, that dream sounds like
on his team often enough to make
a dystopian nightmare—whether it
them any good at batting. To solve
be on the farm, or in the office, or
this problem, a coach uses a labor-saving device and
in the kitchen. I am at least willing to grant that it might
educational app of sorts called a pitching machine. The
be a good idea to fully automate certain things: mining
pitching machine has the endurance (and patience) to
operations several miles underground, mining operapitch thousands of times to the players while the coach
tions on asteroids, and mining operations at the botwalks around from player to playtom of the ocean; however, the last
er to do the real educating. It althing on this planet that humans
lows a coach to give each player
should consider handing over to
As with nitrates and
on the team enough touches with
the labor-saving devices to run
carbohydrates and baconthe ball to develop real skill. The
is the education of our young hupitching machine cannot replace
mans. Instead, we would do well to
wrapped dates, moderation
the coach; it is simply a tool that
return to the wisdom of our ancesis key: a steady diet of these
allows a coach to instruct many
tors and use labor-saving devices
things would kill you, but, used
people all at once.
intelligently and in moderation,
sparingly,
they
are
good.
This should be our model for
that is, only where they have an intechnology in education: apps or
herent ability to achieve something
media content should be employed
that humans cannot do well.
strategically to maximize the human contact with a
Are there places in education where technology can
parent or teacher, not minimize. Just like in baseball,
do things both better and cheaper than real people? I
students need a whole lot of touches with the subject
would say yes—a few. The ox hath strength; the horse,
matter to develop real skill. Since few can afford prispeed. But the educational app hath . . . patience. Whethvate tutors for their children anymore, one parent
er the classroom be at home or at school, children need
or teacher must suffice for many students. Even an
constant correction—on spelling, on pronunciation,
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excellent teacher is often physically incapable of giving
each student in the class enough practice to get them
to competency, much less to mastery. Like the coach, a
teacher with many students needs effective tools to give
each student enough practice.But wait! What about all
of the destructive effects of technology on the tender
frames of our children? What about couch kyphosis?
What about screen-induced myopia? As with nitrates
and carbohydrates and bacon-wrapped dates, moderation is key: a steady diet of these things would kill
you, but, used sparingly, they are good. The real damage of too much screen time is usually the loss of time
for talking to humans, going for walks, playing sports,
exploring the woods, and other valuable pursuits. But
if technology is used wisely, it can be complementary
to a good education and a great way to teach a child to
use devices wisely.

PIC TA DIC TA L ATIN COURSES
See Page 39
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BUILDING
ANTIFRAGILE STUDENTS
BY JESSE SUMPTER
TE ACHER, VERITA S SCHOL ARS AC ADEMY

H

as your student gotten an F in a class? I hope
so. It is an important lesson to learn.
One time, I took a community college
math class designed for those working to be
teachers, and there was a final project where students
would shadow a teacher in a local school for several days.
At that time, I was not inclined toward teaching—I was
just interested in the math—so the professor said I could
pick something else for my final project. That sounded
good to me, so I gave it some thought. Well, I didn’t think
of anything. In fact, I basically ignored the project. I was
lazy. Weeks went by, and the class came to an end, and
I didn’t have a final project. The teacher called me on
the last day and asked about my project. I told her that I
didn’t have one. She said I would get an F for that assignment, and it would drop my class grade significantly. It
was my first serious F in college. And it hurt. But it was a
good hurt. I learned an important lesson.
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We live in a day when we are making students fragile. Fragile students cannot fail. They must always succeed and get an A. Because of this, they do not know
what to do when they fail in other contexts. We also
make fragile students when we tell them to do only the
things they want to do. Branch Rickey, a baseball hero
of mine, once said, “Men who do only what they want to
do can become very narrow.” We are creating narrow
and fragile students and we need to stop it.
In a 1991 article called “In Praise of the F Word,”1 the
author encouraged teachers to fail students. It was a great
read. She made the point that it would get a student’s attention, and it would show him where he needs to improve.
It was honest and real feedback that everyone needs.
I agree with the point of the article, but I would add
that there is nothing inherently good about failure. In
1 Mary Sherry, “In Praise of the F Word,” Newsweek, May 5, 1991,
https://www.newsweek.com/praise-f-word-203860.
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2 Nassim Nicholas Taleb, Antifragile: Things That Gain From Disorder,
(New York: Random House, 2012).
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Third, take time to study failures, especially your
own. A key problem for students is a fear of looking at
their mistakes. They see they got some problems wrong,
and then they never look at them. This is tragic. Looking at what you did wrong is the only way to improve.
Teachers and parents should model this. If you make a
mistake in a lesson, admit it and take a moment to study
with the class what you did wrong. Be thankful for it. I
try to model this for students when they ask me something that I don’t know the answer to. I go and look it up
right then, if appropriate, or I look it up later and then
report back. I freely admit when I don’t know something.
It is okay; even the teacher doesn’t know sometimes.
Last, admit not only your mistakes but your sins,
and encourage students to do the same. If you can confess when you lied or when you cheated on something,
then you are moving toward being antifragile. I catch
students cheating, and that is an important lesson for
them, but I would much rather have a student tell me on
his own that he cheated. That kind of confession takes
guts, and courage is an important virtue that I want all
my students to have. If they know how to confess sins,
then the Holy Spirit is working in their hearts, and He
is producing great fruit in their lives. They know how to
handle failure, and they can own it as their own. That is
such an important Christian virtue to know.
In school and in the family, we can be tempted to insulate students from the hard trials out in the world, but
it is important that we don’t make students too insulated. We need to let students fail so they can learn how
to handle it. In the real world, they will fail. We cannot
keep them from failing out in the world, so we should not
keep them from failing in the home and in school. Our
job, by God’s grace, is to teach them how to handle failure so they are not fragile. In this task, we must look to
Jesus, the only one who is really antifragile. He died and
then came back to life again. It is only in His strength
and power that we can become antifragile. So look to
Him to teach both you and your students.
Jesse Sumpter has taught for ten years with Veritas Scholars Academy. He
is also the managing editor for the CrossPolitic blogazine and he has written articles for Veritas Press, Kuyperian Commentary, and The Imaginative
Conservative. He is also one of the organizers for the Latin Reading Competition. He graduated from New Saint Andrews College with a Master’s
degree in Classical and Christian Education. Jesse and his wife, Kate, have
a daughter and live in Moscow, Idaho.
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and of itself, failure does not produce anything. I have
students who regularly fail at something and do not
learn anything from the experience. They just continue
to fail. They are either calloused to failure, or they do
not know what to do about it, or they are afraid of it.
Failure by itself does not teach. Failure is the call for a
teacher or a parent to guide the child. Ultimately, failure is gift if one looks to God for help.
Antifragile, is a term that was coined in a book from
2012, and it means having the ability to get stronger
through facing difficulties.2 As we consider this idea,
it is important to see that we must look to God in the
midst of failure. Only in Him and by His grace can human failure lead to great fruit. If the heart is soft and
ready to learn, failure can build one up and make one
antifragile. But there is nothing inherently good in failure itself. Only God is good, and He brings the harvest
if we look to Him.
As we look to God to bring the fruit, there are practical things we can do to help build antifragile students.
First, we need to model it for our children and students. How do you handle failure? Do you get angry and
scared? Or do you see this as an opportunity to grow and
learn? If we want our students to see failure this way,
then we need to do these things too. Failure is a part of
God’s work in you to make you more like Jesus. We must
model this so our children and students can learn it too.
Second, create times and spaces for failure. These
don’t have to be huge times. Don’t give a four-year-old
the keys to the truck. A simple thing, like losing at a
card game or a race, can be a chance to practice how to
handle failure. And you can model this for children too.
You can lose fi rst, and show them how you don’t cry and
whine about it. And then let them fail.
The other day, I was playing a game with my six-yearold daughter. We were bouncing a ball around, and the
object was to not let the ball get on the grass. If it landed
on the grass, you lost a point. When the ball came to her,
my daughter bounced the ball on the grass and I told her
she lost a point. She handled it well and then said, “See
Dad, I’m cheerful. I didn’t cry.” I said good job and gave
her a high five. It was a small thing but it was a step in
the right direction. She was learning the lesson: there is
a deeper winning than always winning.
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THE AENEID as the
QUINTESSENTIAL CLASSIC
BY SCOT T POSTMA
INSTRUCTOR, ROMAN ROADS CLASSROOM

T

here is a certain pleasure that is derived from
reading the classics that cannot be experienced by reading contemporary literature.
That is not to assert a kind of inverse chronological snobbery that says older literature is automatically better literature; there is plenty of older literature
that has been forgotten or ignored because it lacked
the qualities of a classic. Likewise, it is also true there
is some promising contemporary literature that does
possess those qualities inherent in classic literature.
The problem is that contemporary literature, by virtue
of its novelty, has not been tried by the fires of time.
By what standard can we judge a work to see if it is a
classic? What are the marks of a classic? And what is
an example of a work that manifests these marks? The
poet T. S. Eliot argues that a classic work is one that
is marked by maturity, and he suggests that Virgil’s
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Aeneid is perhaps the quintessential classic, a model by
which other potential classics might be judged.
In Eliot’s essay “What Is a Classic?” he asserts, “Whatever the definition we arrive at, it cannot be one which
excludes Virgil—we may say confidently that it must be
one which will expressly reckon with him.”1 Although
Eliot dissuades his readers from assuming he means
Virgil is the “greatest poet who ever wrote,” his conviction is that there is a standard possessed of all classics
of which Virgil’s poetry is exemplary. Whatever definition he is able to derive must reconcile with Virgil, and
not the other way around. Eliot summarizes this standard as maturity. He writes, “A classic can only occur
when a civilization is mature; when a language and a literature are mature; and it must be the work of a mature
1 T. S. Eliot and Frank Kermode, Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot (New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975), 115.
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mind.”2 It would be hard to disagree with his assessthe cruel Greeks who sacked his home for glory, Aeneas
ment, not because of Eliot’s credibility as a poet and litsubmits to the gods and sacrificially conquers Italy for a
erary critic, but because the hallmarks of said maturity
more significant purpose than his own happiness or sucabound in the Aeneid. That is not to say the reader can
cess, that of a civilization whose “rule will have no end.”5
expect to find mature ideas and episodes littered across
In essence, Virgil presents Aeneas as the romanitas exemthe pages of the epic like coins scattered along the botplar. He is Rome as far as Rome is the embodiment of the
tom of a public fountain; rather, Virgil’s maturity as a
nobility, pietas, social order, and just civilization which
poet emerges out of the very fabric of his time, his lanall humanity desires.
guage, and his mind the same way gemstones and gold
A third and final example of Virgil’s poetic maturity
nuggets, being part of the earth, reveal themselves to
relates to his poetic style. Virgil builds on his excepthe experienced miner as something other, something
tional knowledge of Homeric and Latin literature. Bepleasant and desirable, something worthy of possession
cause a body of exceptional literature already existed,
and contemplation.
he was able to borrow expressions,
As an example of Virgil’s matuideas, and devices and then imrity of mind and manner of writprove upon them. It is only natuVirgil presents Aeneas as the
ing, Eliot cites the episode in Book
ral that in the first six books of the
VI where Aeneas interacts with the
Aeneid, Virgil reflects and builds
romanitas exemplar. He is
shade of Dido in Hades. He asserts
upon Homer’s Odyssey, a story of
Rome as far as Rome is the
that the meeting of the two former
a man and his homecoming from
embodiment of the nobility,
lovers is “not only one of the most
the Trojan War; and in the last six
pietas,
social
order,
and
just
poignant, but one of the most civibooks, he reflects on Homer’s Iliad,
lized passages in poetry. It is coma story about the battles of the Trocivilization which all
plex in meaning and economical
jan War. The very opening lines of
humanity desires.
in expression, for it not only tells
the Aeneid alert the reader to this:
us about the attitude of Dido—still
“Arms and a man I sing, the first
more important is what it tells
from Troy, A fated exile to Lavin3
us about the attitude of Aeneas.” That he weeps and
ian shores in Italy,” writes Virgil.6 Yet, in reflecting on
speaks to her in “tender love” while she snubs him sugand building on Homer’s work, Virgil presents his own
gests to Eliot that Aeneas is unable to forgive himself
style. D.O. Ross, Professor Emeritus of Latin and Greek
though his actions were performed, not of his own free
at University of Michigan, notes Virgil’s difference in
will, but on orders from the gods. In this scene, Virgil
style in his preface to C.S. Lewis’s Lost Aeneid. He writes,
effectively captures and conveys one of the paradoxes
of the human condition—the confl ict between love and
In his essay On Translating Homer, Matthew Arnold
duty, and the consequences each must live with in light
famously characterized Homer’s verse as rapid,
of the choices made.
plain, and direct in both language and thought, and
This naturally leads to a second example of the manoble. It is tempting to think of a mountain stream,
turity of Virgil’s epic—its universality, the fact that the
flowing with the eagerness and confidence of youth,
characters transcend provincialis. To say it another way,
with smooth shoots between the rocks and boulders
Virgil’s characters, though Trojan, Carthaginian, Italian,
and quieter eddies at its margins, seldom pausing,
etc., consistently represent human nature in all times,
rapid, plain and certainly direct. Virgil’s flow is
all ethnicities, all languages, and all conditions. For exvery different: still a stream (by no means a river),
ample, in contrast to Turnus, a flat character with no fustill confident in its passages, but growing wider,
ture, Aeneas is a man with a destiny. In contrast to Dido,
deeper, unhurried, and fuller from its gathering
a queen deceived, distracted, and overwhelmed to death
of other waters along the way. We would not call it
by love, Aeneas is a man who leads well and exhibits pirapid, or plain and direct, but noble (to use Arnold’s
etas despite hardship, suffering and loss.4 In contrast to
somewhat antique term) it certainly is, owing much
of its nobility to the depths of the shaded pools that
2 Ibid, 116.
3 T. S. Eliot and Frank Kermode, Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot (New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975), 123.
4 Virgil and Sarah Ruden, The Aeneid (New Haven, CT: Yale University
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Press, 2009)., IV.85-88.
5 Ibid, I.279.
6 Ibid, I.1-3.
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have formed along its course, in which we can see,
with clarity, reflections and shadowy forms. Virgil’s
poetry is above all reflective.7

There it is in summary. Virgil’s poetry is reflective,
and it calls for the reflection, or contemplation, of the
reader because it is mature.
The maturity of Virgil’s Aeneid is ultimately realized in
the longevity of its widespread appeal “among all classes
and conditions of men,” but its longevity exists, ultimately, because it is mature. And because it is mature, it can
invite readers to reflect not only on its themes and motifs
or its characters and ideas, but on itself as a whole. Because Virgil’s poetry is the work of a mature mind, written in a mature language in the context of a civilization
7 A. T. Reyes, Walter Hooper, and David O. Ross, C.S. Lewis’s Lost Aeneid:
Arms and the Exile (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2011), xvii.
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and language that were already mature, it stands as the
quintessential classic, a work that all other works must
reconcile themselves to, and a work that continues to
reveal itself as something pleasant and desirable, something worthy of possession and contemplation.
Scott Postma served in pastoral ministry for twenty years and is the author of The Most Valuable Gift and Discover Your Significance (Coram Deo
Press). He and his wife, Tammy, live in Moscow, Idaho, and have four amazing children and one precious granddaughter. Scott has earned degrees in
creative writing (AA, College of Southern Nevada), theology (BA, MA, Salt
Lake Baptist College), religion (BS, Liberty University), and classical Christian studies (MA, Knox Theological Seminary). He lives in Moscow, Idaho,
and is pursuing an MA in Theology and Letters at New Saint Andrews, and
is slated to receive his Ph.D. in Humanities at Faulkner University summer
2019. He teaches Old Western Culture (Great Books), Rhetoric, Writing,
and Astronomy at Roman Roads Classroom. He is the founder of Poiema:
An Institute for Faith, Culture, and Creativity where he writes and teaches.
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RECOVERING the
DISCARDED IMAGE
WHY STUDY THE RANSOM TRILOGY?

BY CHRISTIANA HALE
INSTRUCTOR, ROMAN ROADS CLASSROOM

I

n 1936, two of the greatest authors of the twentieth
century agreed to take on a challenge. This challenge remained incomplete, but it nevertheless
led to the creation of one of the most complex and
enchanting stories ever written. C.S. Lewis and J.R.R.
Tolkien, both scholars of the highest caliber and each a
genius in his own right, were dissatisfied with the lack
of the kinds of stories they both loved.1 Lewis suggested
that he take on the task of writing a “space-travel story” while Tolkien created a “time-travel story.” Tolkien
never completed his end of the bargain and abandoned
“The Lost Road,” a time-travel story intended to link
his Middle-earth with our world.2 Lewis, on the other

1 J.R.R. Tolkien to Dora Marshal, March 3, 1955, in The Letters of J.R.R.
Tolkien, ed. Humphrey Carpenter (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1981), 209
2 Tolkien to Stanley Unwin, Oxford, February 18, 1938, in The Letters
of J.R.R. Tolkien, 29.
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hand, went beyond the call of duty. Between 1938 and
1945 Lewis completed not just one but three spacetravel stories. The Ransom Trilogy, commonly and
erroneously called the Space Trilogy (Out of the Silent
Planet, Perelandra, and That Hideous Strength), has both
captivated and bewildered readers and critics alike
since its publication.
Lewis is one of the most popular authors of the
twentieth century. Read and beloved by Christians and
non-Christians alike, his writings span an impressive
range of subjects and genres, and even those who do
not share his faith recognize his genius. His Narnia
books have a place on the list of best-selling children’s
novels to date and will, no doubt, continue to remain
there for generations to come. There could be, and have
been, hundreds of books written about Lewis, his life,
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meaning, there is, in fact, a deep underlying unity in the
and his writings. And yet there are surprisingly very
books that can be fully understood only through the lens
few about this trilogy, which is arguably one of Lewis’s
of medieval thought and literature.
most complex works and the one that presents most
The Ransom Trilogy’s importance in the canon of
clearly his love for a particular imaginative idea.
Lewis’s writings is, I believe, difficult to overstate. It is
Among Lewis’s works the Ransom Trilogy lies somea synthesis of Lewis’s ongoing project of exploring the
what hidden. Like a treasure mine lurking beneath a faimaginative and emotional effects of the medieval cosmiliar backyard, many who love Lewis’s works are either
mology and the different ways they
unaware that it exists or number
can be utilized in literature. We
it among the unapproachables—a
need to read and study this trilstory that is simply too strange and
The medieval cosmology, while
ogy because it is Lewis’s first foray
fantastical and, well, weird to renot
true
in
the
sense
of
being
into demonstrating how the meally like. As someone who loves this
dieval model can be effective. In
series deeply, I still relate to those
scientifically accurate, is yet true
the wake of the Copernican revopeople. On a surface level, the trilin a deeper sense. It is useful and
lution, we have been far more afogy bears the marks of a sci-fi adhonorable
and
delightful.
fected by the Enlightenment than
venture. But then there’s all those
we may realize. Science is idolized,
more philosophical passages, and
and empiricism is still the reignthere’s an awful lot of time spent
ing epistemology despite its slow mummification in our
just talking on Perelandra, and then Merlin (of all peopostmodern age where truth is whatever you want it to
ple!), and let us not get started on Mr. Bultitude . . . The
be. Our question when confronted with medieval cosRansom Trilogy is a much-neglected and yet critically
mology is still Why should we care? And until we answer
important part of the Lewis corpus. It is a distillation in
that question, we can’t really understand the impornovel form of one of his favorite subjects, a subject whose
tance of the Ransom Trilogy.
melody is woven into almost every other thing that LewIn The Discarded Image, Lewis’s book-length nonficis ever wrote: the medieval conception of the cosmos.
tion treatment of the medieval model of the cosmos, he
Lewis’s love for medieval literature and culture is no
says that the purpose of literature is “to teach what is
great secret. It was part of his job description. He held
useful, to honour what deserves honour, to appreciate
the position of chair of Medieval and Renaissance Literawhat is delightful.”3 The mediture at Magdalene College in Cameval cosmology, while not true in
bridge University from 1954 until
the sense of being scientifically
1963, just a few months before his
What are we to do with how the
accurate, is yet true in a deeper
death. Yet the presence of his love
Bible speaks of the heavens?
sense, and Lewis shows its power
and passion for medieval literature
Of
angels
and
archangels?
Of
throughout his writings. It is usethroughout his nonacademic writful and honorable and delightful,
ings goes virtually unnoticed. But
principalities and powers?
and Lewis’s project demonstrates
unless we understand the love that
Of dragons and unicorns and
the great potential that it has in
Lewis had for the medieval world
Leviathan
and
armies
of
fl
ame?
the literary realm. The Ransom
and his efforts to reawaken respect
Is it all metaphorical?
Trilogy is this project incarnated.
and admiration for the medieval
The medieval model of the cosmodel of the cosmos in the modern
mos presents to us an old way of
mind, much of his writings will be
seeing the universe. It introduces ideas to us that have
misinterpreted and passed over as strange and unintelbecome so out of date as to be completely foreign. We
ligible. And no work of Lewis’s suffers more from this
see ourselves as a modern, enlightened people, and
misinterpretation than his Ransom Trilogy. Where many
people stumble through the trilogy feeling lost in a fog
3 C.S. Lewis, The Discarded Image (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Uniof disconnected themes and characters that have little
versity Press, 1964), 214.
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when we say the word medieval, people frequently interpret this to mean backward, old-fashioned, unenlightened, or dark. But in Lewis’s study of the medieval
worldview, we see him look back into the “dark ages”
and fi nd something surprising. Rather than the gloom
and midnight darkness that we expected, we stumble
into a grand hall blazing with light and life and dance—
a world of golden edges and scarlet banners, a world
full to the brim with music and living creatures. A
world where monks and scribes cannot write anything
down without decorating the margins with birds and
beasts and flowers and swirls of gold. There is no space
uninhabited, no spot without some creature that has
been made to sing the praises of its Creator. This picture of the cosmos is actually much, much nearer to the
one presented in the Bible than the majority of our “enlightened” scientific explanations and diagrams. What
are we to do with how the Bible speaks of the heavens? Of angels and archangels? Of principalities and
powers? Of dragons and unicorns and Leviathan and
armies of flame? Is it all metaphorical? The gymnastics
and contortions we have to perform around the text in
order to take all of these passages metaphorically are
sometimes more than we can manage.
And then we have a baby in a manger. The God of all
creation, born of a woman under Heaven and placed in
a manger. How do the wise men come to the place? A
star led the way. Every modern astronomer will tell you
that this is impossible. How could a star in the heavens
lead the wise men to a specific part of the country, let
alone a specific house in a specific city? It seems impossible. And yet it happened. Because, as Lewis has said
in another of his great works of fiction, “Even in your
world, my son, that is not what a star is but only what
it is made of.”4 The stars are more than atoms bouncing around in the dead expanse of space. The Bible tells
us this at every turn. Why do we let modern science
inform our metaphysics? Why reject what the Bible
clearly teaches in favor of a materialistic, reductionistic science? Scientific accuracy will be cold comfort in a
world devoid of all awe, wonder, mystery, life, and soul.
A thing is much more than what it is made of.
We need to read and study the Ransom Trilogy because it gives us a deeper understanding of the world

we live in, the world God created. These books may
seem daunting—the waves are high and the ocean looks
dark and deep—but if we will dive in, the jeweled realm
of the coral reef waits for us, teeming with shimmering
fish and twisting shapes and colors, dazzling in its diversity and yet harmonious and interwoven. It is waiting to be explored, and each time you take the plunge,
even more magic awaits.
Christiana Hale graduated with honors from New Saint Andrews College
with a BA in Liberal Arts and Culture in 2015 and an MA in Theology
and Letters in 2017. She is currently pursuing an MFA in Creative Writing through New Saint Andrews. She wrote both her undergraduate and
graduate theses on one of her favorite authors, C.S. Lewis, focusing on
his love of medieval cosmology as seen in his Space Trilogy. Christiana
also teaches literature and writing through Roman Roads Classroom in
addition to writing for the Roman Roads blog. Her forthcoming book,
Beneath the Eyes of Heaven: A Comprehensive Guide to C. S. Lewis’ Ransom
Trilogy is slated for release by Roman Roads Press late 2019.
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Witch page is the best? facebook.com/classicalclickbait! (We ain’t lion!)

4 C.S. Lewis, The Voyage of the Dawn Treader (New York: HarperCollins,
1952), 209.
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FLIPPED CLASSROOM COURSES

R

OMAN ROADS PRESS was founded
with a simple goal: to bring the
riches of classical Christian education to homeschoolers.
Much of the classical Christian curriculum published in the last decade was developed by educators, for educators, with
brick-and-mortar classrooms in mind. This
often left parents with materials that were
difficult to use in a homeschool setting.
Our vision is to equip families with quality curriculum taught in the classical tradition, from a Christian perspective, designed
with the homeschooler in mind from beginning to end. We specialize in video courses
because we believe this is the most effective
way to learn from a master teacher in a format that allows parents to learn alongside
their children. At the crossroads of old and
new, we use the latest technology to teach
in the time-honored and proven tradition of
classical learning, a tradition that includes
both pedagogy (the Trivium) and content
(the canon of Old Western Culture). We encourage parents to watch the video lessons
with their children, allowing them to stay involved in the learning process without having to undertake the full weight of teaching.
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W

ondering how Roman Roads curriculum will fit into the plan for
your student’s education? This table
shows you at a glance what grade

and age levels our courses are designed for and
what credit needs they can meet. Since every title
can be used for multiple grades, your family will
find the flexibility you need with our products.

SUBJECT

CREDIT

GRADE/AGE*

LENGTH

OLD WESTERN CULTURE
YEAR 1: THE GREEKS

Humanities
(History/Literature)

1 Social Studies
+ 1 English

Grades 9–12/
Ages 14 and up

1 year
(4 one-quarter units)

OLD WESTERN CULTURE
YEAR 2: THE ROMANS

Humanities
(History/Literature)

1 Social Studies
+ 1 English

Grades 9–12/
Ages 14 and up

1 year
(4 one-quarter units)

OLD WESTERN CULTURE
YEAR 3: CHRISTENDOM

Humanities
(History/Literature)

1 Social Studies
+ 1 English

Grades 9–12/
Ages 14 and up

1 year
(4 one-quarter units)

OLD WESTERN CULTURE
YEAR 4: EARLY MODERNS

Humanities
(History/Literature)

1 Social Studies
+ 1 English

Grades 9–12/
Ages 14 and up

1 year
(4 one-quarter units)

DAVE RAYMOND’S AMERICAN HISTORY

History

1 Social Studies

Grades 7–12/
Ages 11 and up

1 year

DAVE RAYMOND’S MODERNITY

History

1 Social Studies

Grades 9–12/
Ages 14 and up

1 year

GRAMMAR OF POETRY

Poetry

½ English

Grades 6–9/
Ages 10 and up

1 semester or 1 year

Rhetoric

1 English

Grades 9–12/
Ages 14 and up

1 year

VISUAL LATIN 1 & 2

Latin

1 Foreign Language

Grades 6–12/
Ages 10 and up

2 years

PICTA DICTA

Latin

1 Foreign Language

Grades K–12/
Ages 6 and up

Multi-year / monthly

INTRODUCTORY LOGIC

Logic

1 Math

Grades 7–10/
Ages 12 and up

1 semester or 1 year

INTERMEDIATE LOGIC

Logic

1 Math

Grades 7–10/
Ages 12 and up

1 semester or 1 year

Calculus

1 Math

Grades 10–12/
Ages 15 and up

1 year

FITTING WORDS

CALCULUS FOR EVERYONE

*While the courses were originally designed for these grade levels and ages, older students and even
adults can benefit from any series, especially if they have not studied the subject material before.
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OLD WESTERN CULTURE
A CHRISTIAN APPROACH TO THE GREAT BOOKS

““I

n our time,” writes C. S. Lewis, “something which was once the possession of
all educated men has shrunk to being the
technical accomplishments of a few specialists.” Lewis called that possession “Old Western Culture.” Modern education has fallen from
great heights, and an ideological chasm separates
post-enlightenment society from the centuries
that preceded it.
We study the humanities to understand the
foundation we stand on. Our vision for the Old
Western Culture curriculum is to begin recovering what centuries of Christian thinkers have
considered the foundation of the liberal arts, a
“free man’s” education.
On a practical level, this means reading the
books our fathers read—the “Great Books.” It
means understanding their historical context and
the consequences of their ideas. It means enjoying
the beauty of the poetry, narratives, and stories of
our past. It means becoming more human.
From the moment you start the first video lesson, Wes Callihan guides you each step of the way. At
the end of every lesson, students are given a reading
assignment from the original works and guidance
about what to look for in the text. The workbook provides questions to help students engage
thoughtfully with the lectures
and reading assignments.
Students also complete a
short essay each quarter to
further explore the ideas they
are learning. Two exam versions allow students to practice before taking each unit’s
final exam. The exam packet
includes a teacher’s guide and
answer key for parents or
self-taught students.
We greatly encourage parents to use this curriculum with their
children for their own benefit and enjoyment!

ROMAN ROADS

AT A GLANCE
• Complete, four-year Great Books curriculum for high school and beyond
• Video (DVD/Blu-ray/streaming) lectures
by master teacher Wes Callihan
• Two humanities credits: history (or social
studies) and literature (or English) for
each year-long, four-unit course
• Included in each unit: 12 video lectures,
student workbook with answer key (PDF),
guide to the art, reader (PDF), and recommended nine-week schedule
• Optional printed workbook and reader
available for purchase
• Short essay assignment and final exam
for each unit
• Award winning: The Old Schoolhouse
Blue Ribbon, Cathy Duffy’s 102 Top Picks,
Practical Homeschooling Reader Award.
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unit 1: the epics
The two great poems of Homer—the Iliad and the Odyssey—have influenced just about every great author in the
Western tradition. How should we approach these monuments of Western culture from a Christian perspective?
Veteran teacher Wesley Callihan guides students through
the world of Homer, steering the reader through the plot,
poetic devices, background, philosophy, history, and beauty
of the poems. GRADES 9–12

The Epics course (DVD + Streaming)
$56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader coming 2020. Richmond Latimore
translations recommended.

unit 2: drama and lyric
Ancient Greek playwrights Sophocles, Aeschylus, Euripides,
and Aristophanes wrote some of the earliest comedies and
tragedies known to the Western world. This course covers
their major works and intruduces Greek lyric poetry from the
same era, including passages by Pindar, Sappho, and Quintus
of Smyrna. A lecture on the minor epic poetry of Hesiod is
also included as a complement to The Epics. GRADES 9–12

Drama & Lyric course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

unit 3: the histories
Introduces three of history’s most influential early historians:
Herodotus, the “Father of History,” and his masterpiece, The
Histories, which inquires into the origins of the Greco-Persian
Wars; Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War and its
forays into the earliest expressions of political philosophy;
and Xenophon’s Anabasis, which chronicles ten thousand
Greeks soldiers’ treacherous journey home through enemy
territory. GRADES 9–12

The Histories course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

unit 4: the philosophers
Covers the most important works of Plato (Apology, Crito,
Phaedo, Phaedrus, and Republic) and Aristotle (Metaphysics,
Ethics, and Poetics), and introduces students to ideas that
Western Civilization has wrestled with for over two thousand
years. Wesley Callihan unpacks concepts, dispels misconceptions, and explains how the Christian church and society at
large have been influenced by the ideas of these men—both
for good and for ill. GRADES 9–12

The Philosophers course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

COMPLE TE YEAR ONE VIDEO CURRICULUM $224
ROMAN ROADS
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OLD WESTERN CULTURE
YEAR TWO: THE ROMANS

unit 1: the aeneid
Vergil’s Aeneid profoundly influenced both Roman society
and medieval Christianity. Wesley Callihan guides students
through the plot, poetic devices, background, philosophy,
history, and aesthetics of the poem, as well as its lasting
influence on Western culture and civilization. The Roman
epics of Ovid, Lucretius, Lucan, and Statius finish the course,
giving students a well-rounded perspective on Roman epics
and their influence. GRADES 9–12

The Aeneid course (DVD + Streaming)
$56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

unit 2: the historians
Students read important works by Livy, Tacitus, Sallust, Julius Caesar, Plutarch, Quintilian, and Cicero that chronicle
the early history of Rome from monarchy through republic
to empire. Discover how the Roman philosophy of history
shaped lives and culture, how Roman historians recognized
signs of cultural decay in their own day, and how early persecution played a critical role in the spread of Christianity
throughout the empire. GRADES 9–12

The Historians course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

unit 3: early christianity
Introduces students to the writings of the post-apostolic
authors and their historical context. The historian Eusebius
chronicles the persecutions of the early Christians. Early
theologians such as Irenaeus defend the faith against false
doctrines. Students also read from the Apologists, Clement
of Alexandria, and Justin Martyr, as well as one of the earliest Christian texts after the close of the Canon, the Didache.
GRADES 9–12

Early Christianity course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

unit 4: nicene christianity
Introduces students to the creeds and councils of the early
Church. Wesley Callihan guides students through Augustine’s Confessions and City of God, and selections from Chrysostom, Athanasius, and Boethius. Learn how Roman Christians viewed themselves as paganism fell, read Augustine’s
defense against the accusations that Rome fell because she
abandoned the gods, and explore Athanasius’s influence on
the Council of Nicea. GRADES 9–12

Nicene Christianity course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

COMPLE TE YEAR T WO VIDEO CURRICULUM $224
ROMAN ROADS
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unit 1: early medievals
Students learn about the Middle Ages through the writing of
Procopius, the last great historian of the Roman world; study
the development of monasticism, which preserved learning
and culture after the Roman Empire fell; and discover the
central role that Irish Christians (St. Patrick, Bede, and others) played in the spread of the gospel. Enjoy the timeless
tales of Beowulf, Alfred the Great, and the origins of the
Arthurian legend. GRADES 9–12

Early Medievals course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

unit 2: defense of the faith
A look at one of the most misunderstood periods of history, the unit begins with Anselm’s theological defense of
the faith as he explains his ontological argument for the existence of God. Monmouth’s History of the Kings of Britain
sets the background to the Crusades. Finally, students learn
about the Crusades themselves, both the good and the bad,
including harrowing tales of Vikings escaping Constantinople
and knights fighting for the faith. GRADES 9–12

Defense of the Faith course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

unit 3: the medieval mind
Wes Callihan guides students through the basics of Thomas
Aquinas’s Summa Theologica, which greatly influenced later
theologians and philosophers. Students journey through
Dante’s conception of Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise in The
Divine Comedy, exploring medieval concepts of guilt, atonement, beauty, and the cosmos, and meet many classical characters Dante uses in his allegory to explore human nature, as
well as the politics of his day. GRADES 9–12

The Medieval Mind course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

unit 4: the reformation
Introduces students to the great minds of the Reformation:
Calvin, Luther, Cranmer, and Erasmus. Wesley Callihan and
Dr. Chris Schlect team up to lay a solid foundation for students to understand the origins and struggles of the Reformation as well as its theology and influence. Students will
read part of Calvin’s Institutes of the Christian Religion, as well
as Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales and Spenser’s Faerie Queene.
GRADES 9–12

The Reformation course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

COMPLE TE YEAR THREE VIDEO CURRICULUM $224
ROMAN ROADS
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OLD WESTERN CULTURE
YEAR FOUR: EARLY MODERNS

unit 1: rise of england
Shakespeare takes center stage as students explore his sonnets and plays as well as his impact on the English language
and people. Dr. Peter Leithart leads students through King
Lear, Richarch III, and The Merchant of Venice. Wes Callihan
then guide students in reading the metaphysical poets Donne and Herbert before turning to Milton’s great Christian
epic, Paradise Lost, exploring its impact on the English speaking world. GRADES 9–12

unit 2: Poetry and Politics
Poetry and Politics guides students through a tumultuous
period of significant change in Western civilization. Nations
and individuals grapple with questions of identity, what it
means to be free, and what it means to be human. Enjoy the
poetry of Pope, Coleridge, Wordsworth, Byron, Keats, Shelley, Tennyson, Browing, Arnold, Rossetti, Hopkins, and Poe.
Explore the political treatises of Edmund Burke and Alexis
de Tocqueville. Learn how these works reflect the period
and influenced future generations. GRADES 9–12

unit 3: the Enlightenment
Dr. Mitch Stokes begins his introduction to the Enlightenment of the 18th century with the Greek Pythagoreans
and the “problem of change” and traces those issues to the
Scientific Revolution. Students learn about the search for
certainty that led to skepticism through the works of Galileo, Descartes, Newton, Hume, Kant, and finally Reid, as
each philosopher grapples with the nature of knowledge.
GRADES 9–12

unit 4: the novels
Old Western Culture wraps up with a study of some of the
great novels. Students look first at Dickens’s heartwarming A Christmas Carol, and then turn to Dostoevsky’s darker
Russian tale, The Brothers Karamozov. A study of Austen’s
Pride and Prejudice looks at both the story and the social
setting. Old Western Culture concludes with a hat-tip to two
of the great revivors of the great books: C. S. Lewis and
J. R. R. Tolkien. GRADES 9–12

Rise of England course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

Poetry and Politics course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

The Enlightenment course (DVD +
Streaming) $56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (includes all assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

The Novels course (DVD + Streaming)
$56
Student Workbook
PDF: FREE | Print: $12
Reader (most assigned reading)
Kindle: $9.99 | Paper: $29 | Hard: $39

COMPLE TE YEAR FOUR VIDEO CURRICULUM $224
ROMAN ROADS
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DAVE RAYMOND’S
AMERICAN HISTORY

AT A GLANCE

Veteran history teacher Dave Raymond gives a comprehensive history of the United States by applying a Christian
worldview to the characters, events, theology, literature,
art, and religious beliefs of the nation. History is best understood through the dual lenses of dramatic story and
godly wisdom. An engaging class for Middle School and High
School students. GRADES 6–12

• Each course is a 1-year curriculum with
26–27 lessons
• 5 videos (DVD or streaming) per lesson (10–15 minutes each) from master
teacher Dave Raymond
• 4 projects

Dave Raymond’s American History Videos
(DVD or streaming) $120

• 400-page student reader (PDF)

Roman Roads discount price $89

• Teacher’s guide with scope and sequence
• Weekly exams

DAVE RAYMOND’S MODERNITY

• 1 history credit

Dave Raymond turns his attention to the period of Modernity and the maturity of Western civilization. Students will
learn how to apply and refine a Christian worldview to major developments in philosophy, science, and government;
personalities such as Newton, Bach, Napoleon, and Austen;
and movements including the Enlightenment, Darwinism,
nationalism, and Victorianism. From our partner Compass
Classroom. GRADES 9–12

• Save $31 (nearly 26%) off list price of
each course

Dave Raymond’s Modernity Videos
(DVD or streaming) $120
Roman Roads discount price $89
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POE TRY

GRAMMAR OF POETRY

““W

e are people of the Word,” says
Douglas Wilson, “and therefore
we should be people of words,
and that means understanding
how poetry works.” We don’t teach our children
poetry because we expect them to be poets any
more than we teach math expecting mathmaticians. Learning the building blocks of poetry allows students to interact with language at a deeper
level and to become better writers and speakers.

AT A GLANCE
• 1-semester course developed at classical
education pioneer Logos School in Moscow, Idaho
• 30 lessons with instruction on 10 tropes
• Video lectures on DVD or online streaming by master teacher Matt Whitling
• Student activities for every chapter

GRAMMAR OF POETRY

• Glossary of terms

Grammar of Poetry is the ideal introductory course for students and teachers discovering the art of poetry. As a grammar, it teaches the fundamentals of poetry from scansion
and rhyme to more advanced concepts such as spatial poetry
and synecdoche. Using the classical methodology of imitation (advocated by educators including Quintilian and Benjamin Franklin), this text allows students to become active
participants as they learn the craft of writing poems. It also
offers practical tips and helps, including how to use a rhyming dictionary, how great writers use figures of speech effectively, and even when to break the rules. Its goal is to show
students how to capably interact not just with poems, but
with language in any situation. GRADES 6–9

• Examples from Shakespeare to tonguetwisters
• Save $31 (nearly 24%) with purchase of
complete package

Grammar of Poetry Student Text $22
Grammar of Poetry Teacher’s Edition $24
Grammar of Poetry Video Course (DVD + streaming) $85
$131
Grammar of Poetry Complete Package $100
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FITTING WORDS

“R

hetoric: To teach, to move, and to
delight using truth, goodness, and
beauty.”
What is rhetoric, and why do we
need it? The short answer is that God created us
as people of words, and He wants us to use them
appropriately. “A word fitly spoken is like apples
of gold in settings of silver” (Prov. 25:11). Rhetoric
is the art of using words well, and is measured by
our ability to teach men the truth, to move men
to goodness, and to delight men with verbal beauty. Effective speaking and writing is informative,
powerful, and elegant.

AT A GLANCE
• Full year curriculum in 30 lessons on the
history, theory, and practice of rhetoric
• Practical exercises in oratory, memory,
delivery, and the modes of persuasion
• Written assignments and exercises
• Extensive examples from Scripture,
ancient classical texts, and speeches
throughout history
• Speech Judging Sheets

FITTING WORDS

• 9 exams

Instructs students in the art of classical Rhetoric, providing them with tools of communication that will equip them
for life. Intended for high school students and above, Fitting Words is a complete curriculum covering a year of instruction. In this course, students will learn the theory of
using words well, study the greatest speeches of all time,
and practice the skills of effective oratory. GRADES 10–12

• 60 total video lectures on Blu-ray and
online streaming covering every lesson
(lesson + application), with extra examples, historical illustrations and footage,
as well as assigments for mastery.
• 1 English Credit

Fitting Words Textbook *
Fitting Words Student Workbook †
Fitting Words Video Course (Blu-ray + streaming) ‡
Fitting Words Answer Key
Fitting Words Exam Packet

• Save $44 (over 21%) with purchase of
complete package

$59
$24
$89
$22
$10

$204
Fitting Words Complete Package $160
* Recommended for each student.
†
Required for each student.
‡
May be copied for whole family.

"Fitting Words is the best balance between rigor and ease
of use that I’ve seen yet." —Andrew Pudewa, IEW
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L ATIN

VISUAL LATIN

T

he natural method of language learning
is a visual and oral approach, much like
we learn our own mother tongue. The
traditional method is a grammatical approach, where students learn the rules of grammar and parts of speech. By combining these two
methods, Visual Latin appeals to almost all learning styles. Add Dwane Thomas’s sense of humor,
and you end up with kids begging to do more Latin!

AT A GLANCE
• 2-year curriculum for grades 6–12
• Video (DVD or steaming) lectures by
master teacher Dwane Thomas
• Engages students through clarity and
humor
• 3 short videos on grammar, sentences,

VISUAL LATIN

and reading per lesson

Visual Latin lessons pair three videos with worksheets and online flashcards to guide students from grammar concepts, to
practice sentences, to reading in Latin. Kids everywhere love
it! Dwane Thomas is a Latin magician: he’s spent over 15 years
turning students into Latin speakers and readers. His secret?
He’s one of those unique teachers who makes learning difficult subjects fun and enjoyable. Thousands of children have already been transformed through his magic: let yours be next.
From our partner Compass Classroom. GRADES 6–12

• Worksheets with Latin Vulgate Bible
translations (PDF)
• Weekly quizzes
• Online vocabulary flashcards
• Save $40 (20%) with purchase of twoyear package

Visual Latin 1 Videos (DVD or streaming) $100
Visual Latin 1 Videos (DVD or streaming) $100
$200
Visual Latin 1 Two-Year Package $160
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PICTA DICTA LATIN
PICTA DICTA LATIN COURSES

AT A GLANCE
• Courses teach students Latin from many
angles to pique the interest and improve
the memory of every kind of learner
through beautiful illustrations, excerpts
from ancient literature and history, etymology, games, and more.
• Students gain an advantage not only for
further study in Latin, but also in English, ancient history, ancient literature,
foreign languages, and technical termi-

Recommended especially for ages 5 – 14
Enjoyed by all ages! Multiple difficulty levels.

nology for the sciences.
• Different levels allow multiple family
members to go through the same course
at once, but each at their own difficulty
level. Whether an adult or a child still
learning to read, there is something for
every member of the family.
• Courses are taught through the Picta
Dicta web application, engineered specifically for children and classical education: it tracks progress, quizzes, cor-

Recommended especially for ages 10 – 18

rects, reviews, pronounces everything

Enjoyed by all ages! Multiple difficulty levels.

properly, and (most importantly) never
gets impatient.

COMING NEXT!

• Working through a Latin reading course?
Picta Dicta’s VOCABULARY BUILDER
supplements another curriculum (such
as Visual Latin) and helps students retain vocabulary and develop interest in
learning Latin.

$7/Month
for the whole family
ROMAN ROADS
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LOGIC

INTRO & INTERMEDIATE LOGIC
Introductory Logic

AT A GLANCE

The Fundamentals of Thinking Well
This classic logic curriculum lays the proper foundation for
reasoning from the truth of God, then train students in the
crucial skills of defining terms, determining the truth of statements, discerning and constructing valid arguments, identifying informal fallacies, and more. By providing students with
fundamental standards for rational thought, logic helps them
excel in every subject they study. GRADES 7–10 and up.

• One or two-year logic curriculum for
grades 7–10
• Video lectures on DVD
• Separate teacher’s editions with full student text + extensive instructional guid-

Introductory Logic Student Text $29
Introductory Logic Teacher Edition $32
Introductory Logic DVD $85
Introductory Logic Test & Quiz Packet $10

ance and suggested schedules for semester- or year-long courses
• Test packets with quizzes, unit tests,

$146

and comprehensive exam (two forms for

Introductory Logic Complete Package $110

tests and exams)
• Save $46 (nearly 30%) with purchase of
complete package

Intermediate Logic

• Get more information on live, flipped-

Mastering Propositional Logic
This modern logic provides the powerful tools of truth tables
and truth trees to deconstruct propositional statements to
determine validity, consistency, equivalence and more, then
teaches how to derive conclusions from premises using the
rules of formal proof. Building on this foundation, students
apply these tools to actual chains of reasoning, gaining insight into a variety of subjects, from arguments in the Bible
up to modern digital electronics. GRADES 7–10 and up.

classroom Logic instruction:
romanroadsmedia.com/classroom

Intermediate Logic Student Text $29
Intermediate Logic Teacher Edition $32
Intermediate Logic DVD $85
Intermediate Logic Test & Quiz Packet $10
$146
Intermediate Logic Complete Package $110
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CALCULUS FOR EVERYONE
CALCULUS FOR EVERYONE

AT A GLANCE

STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) and the
humanities have been artificially separated. This has harmed
both the sciences and humanities. Dr. Mitch Stokes combines his backround in engineering and philosophy to tackle
this issue in this new (yet old) approach to learning Calculus.
Calculus for Everyone truly is for every student who has had
a minimum of Algebra 1. It is ideal for attaining the big picture of the story of Calculus, either as a culimnation of high
school math studies, or as a stepping stone to higher level
mathematics for STEM oriented student. GRADES 10–12+

• An introductory Calculus curriculum
designed for every high school student
who has completed Algebra.
• Reuniting the philosophy and history of
math with the study of math.
• 1 year curriculum (high school), or 1 semester (college).
• Beautifully illustrated and engaging.
• Companion video course by the author teaching through every lesson and
concept.
• Coming 2020!
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MATHE MATIC S

Coming 2020
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FLIPPE D CL A SS ROOM COU R S E S

LIVE CLASSES

A

“flipped classroom” is one in which the
lessons or lectures traditionally delivered in class are watched at home, and
the time normally spent doing homework occurs live with the instructor. The way
this works at Roman Roads Classroom is that
students use our video-based curriculum during

the week, and meet for discussion, guidance, and
extra instruction with their teacher and a small
group of students via live online video classes. This extra interaction will help your family
bridge the gap between the recorded expertise
of our courses and the real-time instructional
needs of your student.

THE ROMAN ROADS FLIPPED CLASSROOM
2019 –2020 CL A S S OFFE RINGS
Learn more about our course offerings and instructors at romanroadsmedia.com/classroom.

Old Western Culture (Great Books Literature Course—multiple levels)
Logic
Rhetoric
Latin (classical and medieval texts)
Hebrew
Classical Astronomy
Good Books
U.S. History
Economics
Writing
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WISDOM. VIRTUE. SERVICE.
“...deeper harmony and a higher wisdom...”
- Andrew Kern, President of CiRCE
“...students thriving in the highly discussionoriented classes...”
- Bruce Etter,Wilson Hill Academy
“...nurturing students deeply in the paideia
of the Lord ...”
- Roy Atwood, Founding President, NSA
“a renaissance in higher education”
- John Hodges, Center for Western Studies

“...an incredibly rare and special place where
knowledge is not power, but joy.”
- Angelina Stanford, Author and Educator
“a vibrant campus dedicated to interweaving
the life of the mind and the life of faith.”
- Timothy McIntosh,Writer
“focused on the cultivation of virtue and
the thriving of the human person.”
- Jeremy Tate, CLT President

NEW COLLEGE FRANKLIN

www.newcollegefranklin.org | 615.815.8360 | experience@newcollegefranklin.org

Classical Liberal Arts v Spiritual
Formation
v Affordable v Close-Knit Community
ROMAN ROADS
Magazine / 2019 CATALOG

P H OTO BY F R E E P I K

MAKE YOU R CO-OP B E T TE R WITH
ROMAN ROADS COU R S E S!

Combine the strength of home learning with community learning by
using our curriculum in a co-op! We recommend a flipped-classroom
approach, where students and their families use our video courses at
home, allowing your co-op time to focus on learning through discussion,
socratic dialogue, and the opportunity to explore ideas face-to-face.
Contact us for co-op pricing.
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